May 20, '58

Dear Jim,

Words can\nexpress feelings far better than letters. I had\nmuch\nmissed hearing from you. We are happy that you\nare\nwell and the family.

We have been planning to leave early May\nfor a few days in Toronto and then a\nfew days in Buffalo (Connie &条件 will\nattend), a few days in New York, Greenwich\nBarth, Wethersfield & New London, and then\nreturn here - about a months time. I do\nnot know yet if I will feel up to it\nfor while things are going well, I am\nlooking forward to being able to see my friends\nand start back slowly. There is always the\npossibility when one can't enjoy it\nI don't know if we will make the trip now\n- more likely will go north in the
I will let you know if we do make the trip.

From New Delhi we went to Cumbum’s hotel (Shenbin East) until about the
end of May and then flew to buses for a
care a cell for you. She has so far
not shown the kindness in Mexico to guard
my packages. The progress in Delhi! It
was a very quiet airport.

And the U.S. There is much I would
like to write but I have the feeling
that my letters are never used.
I know that my phone calls are taken!
Some one thinks me more important
than I am!

Then having cold rainy weather
I feel very warm today. We need to
but surely best way to get warm!

I hope we have a good rainy season
for it will help the Company. It's the
very thing that I can see will help it
for the altitude is the worst feature
is getting more difficult all the time.

The government is interfering more and more
in private business, and going into
more and more business itself. I think they
are after control of the coal industry
and Shields has had his controlling
interest in the Construction to buy
Yampa and a man named H. T. Flaherty
who has a railroad franchise here. I may
think it is the form that has length.
Control there then.
The phone bill looks more like the map.

There was no real reason for it. According
to a Broadstreet article in the paper today,

"were merely diplomatics" life in the

"last quarter" and states get closer
to the intellectuals, students, labor leaders

etc. It's a daunting statement that will
do a lot of harm, if the in said it,

are we diplomats to live in the

plains? Are they to associate mainly

with the intellectuals, students, and

rest readers who for the most part

are communists in my county. I'd

understand what happened

such an economic statement.
give my best to Jane Burcham when you write. The miss you less.

The Kenyans heard a rumour in Brussels. The boy is being used in Rome.

As they're, the Belgian is going to Canada as Ambassador. We will miss him less.

Do not know the man they have I think him Chief of the Economic Ministry.

The Brussel fair must be great success. Kenyans all told we had up to now three hours where you were visited. I wish you how they can take care of the people in the hotel in Belgium which are not geared up to test.
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I know how much interested you are in
publishing, and it is an interesting business,
and I hope whatever you do will work out.
I am sure business is difficult here.

I was thinking y. u. to send me
in the phone in Houston. I offered
it. It was quite an insult, and I guess
the chances are slight that it will take
3 to 6 months to get my thought back.

I was really able to sit here to
doing some writing. We live in such
a disordered world that I know there
will need I can do, but the more
I think about it, the more I think
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It may be as well for me to write some
thing about what I have decided on
that score. I think in another week
I will feel more like doing things.

Quite a feeling lately. I seem to
really quite a time to look up
or so.

No more letters. see the
best to you. I take a very well.

Faithfully,

[Signature]